Abstract-In this work, we propose FLight, a fast, lightweight and adaptive mechanism for detecting elephant-flows while improving the detection accuracy and speed. FLight leverages the TCP communication behavior for its detection algorithm, it demonstrates a 100% elephant-flow detection accuracy, and is 242× faster than other centralized solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The imperative of detecting an elephant flow, carrying the majority of the transmitted data, has been demonstrated in a wide spread of network applications and services. Such detection helps the traffic management solutions to efficiently utilize available network resources. The majority of existing elephant flow detection schemes utilized a byte/packet counter in their algorithms. In spite of its simplicity, it requires high processing power due to updating every counter and comparing them with a preconfigured threshold value. Unfortunately, the time budget of DCN switches is too small, e.g., 25ns for a 128 bytes packet in 40Gbps switch. Moreover, the flow arrival-rate in DCN is in order of milliseconds and the number of flowentries in normal DCN switching table is in order of 100K.
In order to relax the burden on the switches, the researchers moved the flow classifications or part of it to the hosts, a programmable hardware, or to a centralized unit. Mahout [1] counts the number of packets/bytes in TCP socket buffer before forwarding them to the network. However, the number of socket buffers in a web server or a video server is similar to the DCN routing table. Also, the cloud service provides do not have full control on the kernel network stack of all hosted VMs. HashPipe [2] uses a programmable hardware to accelerate the table lookup process. Due to the memory and processing budget constraints, they bound the number of flow-table entries by using a space saving algorithm which evicts the least frequently used entry. Such technique delays the detection of elephant flows and degrades the detection accuracy. On the other hand, the centralized schemes employed the available network features (e.g., packet sampling, port mirroring, or statistical polling) to collect network statistics and forward them to a centralized collector which is usually programmed to perform the flow classification functions. However, existing centralized schemes have some limitations including high monitoring overhead, hardware modifications, latency and accuracy [3] - [5] .
II. FLIGHT FUNCTIONALITY In this work, we focus on TCP being the dominating transport protocol for elephant flows, similar to [1] [3] [4] . A TCP flow starts with three-way handshaking to set the initial sequence number and prepare connection parameters. Also, the sender labels the data packets with a sequence number. A TCP flow can be divided into two independent phases, to establish and terminate a session, and for data transmission. The first phase is used in this work to enable the controller to learn useful network statistics, such as number of flows in every path and global network view. The packets of the second phase carry in their headers valuable information about the flow size, so we use them in elephant flow detection algorithm.
A single packet of every TCP flow offers partial information about the flow size which is useless when it is individually considered. However, when two packets are captured from the same TCP flow, the algorithm can discover the number of bytes transmitted between the two packets. This technique is the fundamental idea of the OpenSample-TCP and Planck. The difference between the TCP sequence numbers of the two packets and the time of capturing are used to measure the link utilization. The OpenSample-TCP used conventional packet sampling (i.e., sFlow), where Planck utilized port-mirroring to accelerate the measurement process ( 1 millisecond). Also, Planck needs to find an alternative way to directly connect the centralized collector with every edge switch to avoid adding an extra overhead and congestion from forwarding the mirrored packets through the data network. Moreover, sampling of flows is either done for classified flows, completed without sampling, done at the end of the flow, or done extensively which causes detection delays.
In this work, the data-plane device is configured to capture the first phase packets. The classifier reads the initial sequence number (ISN) of every TCP flow as the first half of the required information to classify a flow, and stores it in the flow-information table. It needs to compare the ISN with every captured packet from the same flow until a threshold value is reached. However, the computational and the network overhead of propagating every packet to a centralized collector, hinder the adoption of this method in a centralized fashion. In order to mitigate the solution overhead we deployed two methods: (1) stop useless notifications. (2) divide and conquer.
Stop Useless Notifications: The useless notifications are the messages that lost their value for the flow classifier. For instance, the flows that can be classified from their packet headers, such as the TCP/UDP port numbers, as well as the ACK messages of the classified flows. In FLight, the classifier receives the first phase packets that have the header information. Thereby, it can classify some of the flows without receiving the second phase packets. It is widely known that the header information is enough to classify a flow. The edge switches can be preconfigured to mark the packets of such applications without sending notifications. Moreover, in FLight when an elephant flow is detected, it configures the edge switches to stop capturing the second phase packets of that flow. Divide and Conquer: The flow-information table data grows linearly with the number of unclassified flows n leading to traversing complexity of O(n). We utilize an idea similar to the well-known recursion algorithm, divide, and conquer. The unclassified flows are gathered into multiple small tables and traversed concurrently. For simplicity, instead of dividing the large table into multiple small tables of a randomly picked size, we divide it according to the number of subnets where each small table represents a single network subnet. Thus, all flows of the same subnets are stored on the same flow-information table. In this case, the traversing complexity is closely proportional to the number of active flows in the same subnet, and the reading of loaded subnet will not negatively impact the unloaded ones. Upon receiving a notification message, a thread is created to perform the comparison as well as the detection functions.
III. EVALUATION
We conducted our evaluation using Mininet emulator [6] and POX [7] controller. Our centralized unit applications, implemented as an additional module on POX controller. The controller, as well as the Mininet topology, are installed on the same physical machine. The speed of links is 1Gbps. The OpenSample-TCP and sFlow are configured with 1-to-1000 sampling-rate. The used machine is Ubuntu 14.04 LTS installed on 16 x (2.5GHz-Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680v3), and the memory is 128 GiB. We use Mininet to build twelve leafs and six spines topology where each leaf has 50 hosts. We use Iperf to generate the flows. We steered the traffic loads between the first and second subnet on a single path to make sure that the number of flows on that path is as needed (1K). The flow arrives according to an exponential distribution with a mean of 2 ms. During the flow mix evaluations, the percentage of mice is 90% of the total flows. The size of mice and elephantflows are 100KB, and 128MB, respectively, unless otherwise stated. We use different elephant-flow threshold values for the evaluation of FLight, however, the posted results are for 1MB.
Detection Accuracy We investigated FLight with different flow scenarios; pure mice flows, pure elephant-flows and a mix of mice and elephant-flows. First, we started with the mix scenario. Fig. 1b illustrates the results when 1K flows are exchanged in the monitored path, where the accuracy of detected flows is 100%, which means the percentage of false-negative (i.e., a non-detected elephant flow) incidents is 0%. We use the same configurations to examine the accuracy of sFlow and OpenSample-TCP. Unfortunately, the accuracy of detection was varying as we adjust the threshold value settings, but we selected the best one. The results of sFlow and OpenSample-TCP evaluations are shown in the same figures. In general, compared to FLight, sFlow demonstrated high accuracy, above 70%. Similarly, the OpenSample-TCP showed above 90% accuracy in all experiments. Similar to previous experiments, FLight achieved a high level of accuracy in both pure mice and elephant flows. Also, OpenSample-TCP attained 100% in pure mice evaluation and 90%-98% in elephant flows experiment. We found that the accuracy increases with the traffic load and flow size. Accordingly, we use a smaller file size, 64MB. Performing the 500 experiment with 64MB on the OpenSample-TCP algorithm, we got a high percentage of false-negative incidents 19%, which in turn is corresponding to 81% accuracy. On the same evaluation basis, FLight achieved 0% of false-negatives. The results are displayed in Fig. ? ?. Detection Speed We examined FLight for different network loads; 10, 100, or 200 flows. The detection time is extracted from a timer function on the classifier code. However, the results will be faster if it is extracted from the controlling unit network interface. The average speeds of detection during the different traffic loads and configurations are illustrated in Fig. 2 , which range from 4 to 48 ms according to the path load. FLight is 242× to 20.3× faster than OpenSample-TCP. The elephant-flow detection is slower than measuring the link utilization as its algorithm needs to wait until the size difference between the first and second captured packets is larger than the elephant flow threshold value.
